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The Radical Feminism of Runa Bandyopadhyay's English Syntax 

 

 
Nocturnal Whistle by Runa Bandyopadhyay (Cyberwit, India, 2019) 

Reviewed by Murat Nemet-Nejat 

 

"When I break the placenta, I could see that the essence of 
toggling between presence and absence is dancing with the 
sounds of rain."  (Nocturnal Whistle)1 
 
"The feminine drinking glass is calling the disaster in sixteen 
digits of the moon..."    (NW) 
 
"Oh, insectivorous light!"   (N. W.) 
 
 "The milk lotus won't bloom in water, go figure.  that's why 
waiting for this moment is beautiful as if one single sparrow left 
its tail flying." (Sami Baydar) 
 
 

  

                                                 
1 Nocturnal Whistle: https://www.amazon.com/dp/9388125614/ 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/9388125614/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/9388125614/
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I.     

 Water 

 
A stream of words—"words of moving life" (N.W.)—that's the conception of language in Runa 

Bandyopadhyay's Nocturnal Whistle. A stream-river-journey towards death, a place of radical 

darkness that is also the womb of an alternate light. This light inherently requires darkness; 

darkness gives birth to it. It whispers through its cracks (shade-rays, moon rays). My pen keeps 

slipping and writing: "nocturnal whispers," "nocturnal whispers."   

 
    Water (as alchemical molecule) permeates this startling work: "a water-stair" (N.W.) of 

language, of words. How can water be a stair, what about gravity? That is the whole point of 

this poetry, a liquidity (the poem a spiritual unbecoming/becoming) that topples pre-existing 

constructions—ports, dykes, channels, canals, linguistic skeletons—that tradition builds to 

control and define the direction (the form) of its liquid force— 

 In the upstream of denial s/he continues hir carefree boat of creation. (NW) 

 

    What is the direction of this contradicting, upstream/carefree boat? A feminine uncertainty 

(an alternate lunar glimmer that night creates)—as opposed to the masculine, cast-iron solar 

certainty of daylight: 

 
Light keeps the darkness in its womb. Shadow plays hide and seek with 

them. Fair parts of shadows engrave the light and shade on the cover 

page.2 A question rolls down me.… is my shadow followin' me?.... is my 

shadow followin'...... is my shadow…..I start my dark-trip with a missing 

warrant. Nilumwala’s tumultuous call inside my brain – 

light...light…light… Chokor3 comes down from wicker-basket. Rimless 

delirium vacillates in her illuminated eyes. A knee-deep indulgence at the 

darkened doorstep. Sunlight of moon dazzles in the interior of moonshine. 

Distance is so illusive that it looks like a voiceless notation on the 

magician’s finger. The mild touch gives me butterfly-sleep. I touch my 

eyelashes to feel how the old cooing of cuckoo is coming down from 

                                                 
2 The cover page is that of Dhiman Chakraborty's poetry book Chayader Bhalotuku (Fair Parts of Shadows). 
Nocturnal Whispers consists of a sequence of responses in English to six texts written in Bengali by six male 
Bengali poets. 
3Chokor - A kind of bird said to enjoy drinking moonshine 
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moon with an extended Phulguna4. I set the cooing on my lips. The 

aqueous humor giggling at the back of my cornea. I opened my eyes to 

see how the soil’s coating on the shelter's frame has been washed away 

silently. Again I start my dark-trip at the boundary of my blurred words, 

embraced by Dhiman’s Labonya, under the shade of fair parts of shadows.  

(NW) 

 
    As water becomes rain, or birds become the sky ("flight is the name of sky" NW), the "dark-

trip" points to the distance; but also as tears "giggling at the back of my cornea" or the poet's 

own shadow never detaching from her, the trip is to the interior. The street hawker Nilumwala's 

call occurs inside the brain. The dark cave that projects the glimmer of infinity is also the image 

of mortality. In other words, distance (as a movement away) is also an illusion, "a notation on 

the magician's finger." As modern physics suggests, infinity is framed by the human mind. 

"There!" is a trick of sunlight. Synthesizing the objective with the subjective (abolishing their 

duality) is the quantum step Nocturnal Whistle's "water-stair" takes: 

Individual’s journey starts here to make a horizon in this infinite still frame. (NW) 

 

Nocturnal Whistle takes place in a third space parallel to both, the interior and physical outer; 

still and infinite. 

 

II. 

 Syntax 

 
    What is the essence of Runa Bandyopadhyay's English syntax? Prioritizing the "illicit" 

"random" processes of the mind—consequently, seeing language as a water-stair—over the 

standards of logic and taste an objectification of syntax puts on it, creating an illusive mirror 

of life. In Nocturnal Whistle, the physical is one with the symbolic, the exterior reflects the 

interior—in a fluid movement, the "restless," static "melts" into the motions of becoming: 

Paused rain of my eyes looks for restless wind   (NW) 

The foot was surrounded by melancholic water-kiss.   (NW) 

 

                                                 
4Phalguna - Bengali name of a month of spring 
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The hypnotic subzero point moves on to melt down the 

limitations of staircase-practice with infinite possibilities of ice 

cream smile    (NW) 

 

I wipe out arrow mark of hunger  

with lukewarm tongue.    (NW) 

 

    Rain is the tear in the eye, bird's feather becomes the feather in a cardigan. Objectivity and 

subjectivity undergo fission in the atoms of word streams. Their weight becoming light: 

 
A Corona of feelings, a message-rich invitation for uncertainty, symbols, 

kept in aloof plantation, is opening the loop of mystery in the dark cave of 

moving inscription.... weep of art-stream in the form of hints, resonating 

against the ever darkening nights.... a weightless diction... (NW) 

 
Birds, which is also the hints of freedom.... A silent motion is on the opposite 

side of word-stream...(NW)     

 
...There are only feelings of discharging pollens, only the light and dark buzz 

of incoherence (NW) 

 
Musical laughs fly towards the hints of light.... Love-song flies towards the 

isolated cave and caresses the lonely words to become concentrated. (NW) 

 

      Motion in "water-stairs," in essence is a set-less, canalless, limitless becoming. Everything 

unbecomes/becomes everything else. Nocturnal Whistle records the "tumultuous silence" of 

the process, the "restless elation of its imperceptibility" (NW), of its "incoherence." The elusive 

signals for these messages occur from two sources: first, the six texts in Bengali by six male 

Bengali poets to which the poem consecutively responds; second, the "moving inscription" 

from the "dark-cave” with glimmers toward which the poem itself moves, at which it finally 

arrives, and which is the symbol of death.  

 
     The two sources create two parallel, independent lines in the poem. Runa Bandyopadhyay's 

"chaotic" radically transformative language of unbecoming/becoming progresses as a "feather 

placed besides birds’ flying" (of the original Bengali texts), a shadow text listening to the 
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silence of symbols "kept in aloof plantation"—releasing a moon-lit vision of openness, 

suffering and uncertainty, contrary to the iron-cast certainties of the traditional culture. The 

"feather" (or the boat with "the broken prow") arrives at the cave, the second source of distant 

messages. The two lines rejoin ("unparallel" they become) entering the infinity of its dark 

glimmer in "bird-calling words." Symbol becomes word becomes light: 

 

 ...Action of feather is placed besides birds' flying....  

--- 

Unparallel form by joining pollens of light 

Bird-calling words inside moments  

creating quantum coherence with origin 

 

    Here are the majestic final lines of the poem. Through the ablution of a "ferriage" of words, 

water becomes idea. Pollen becomes light. The lines are saturated with Hindu and Buddhist 

iconography. But Runa Bandyopadhyay's lines "remakes," bends the masculine lofty meaning 

of its symbols into a dark vision of open, "imperfect," feminine liquidity contrary to the 

ritualistic determinism of its originals: 

 

An open call from beyond the boundaries   

Ferriage on finger 

World is ready to take ablution 

Abbulish shines behind the nocturnal whistle  

crosses lifestream with light-obsessed play 

Precarious practice of remade birds 

take flight for uncertainty  

Rejecting the quest for final destination 

your motion towards more perfect 

to imperfectionise the certainty of life 

Who cares for the most 

when infinity takes hold of you 

with green wonder 

(NW) 

 
III 
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      The elusive, "distant" signals traced in Nocturnal Whistle echo the fading and partly erased 

centuries-old Buddhist images of wall-paintings and eroding sculptures, visible through the 

glimmers of darkness, in the Ajanta Caves in Maharashtra, India. The crucial dimension of 

distance here is time, embodied in the erosion of images. The poem says distance is an illusion 

once one arrives and enters the infinity of the dark-cave. Runa Bandyopadhyay has written an 

account of her visit through the Ajanta caves, which bear the name of an enigmatic princess, 

deciphering the symbolism of these images relating to Buddha's and his wife's lives and his 

multiple reincarnations. 

 
      Seen also as translations of six Bengali texts into English, Nocturnal Whistle is a book of 

translation. In that dimension, the distance the poem has to "cross" is linguistic, which it does 

through a writing which is "against the grain" (a phrase the American poet Jack Spicer uses to 

describe how he records poetic radio communications he receives from Mars. Nocturnal 

Whistle does it, as if entering a Hindu temple, through a "ferriage of finger" in a "ablution of 

words" in the anti-gravitational progress of a water-stairs poem. When Spicer uttered his 

poetics of Martian reception during his "Vancouver Lectures" in 1965 just before he died 

almost nobody understood him, turning his words into something already familiar, what Spicer 

calls "changing the chairs on the deck of the Titanic." Half a century later, Nocturnal Whistle 

is a poem written totally in the radical vision he is evoking. He did not know the audience he 

is addressing is at least half a century away and somewhere half way on the other side of the 

world. (One can listen to the entirety of the three lectures, given in a stretch of six days, at:  

(http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Spicer_backup.html ) 

 
     "Distance" is the primary underlying concern in Nocturnal Whistle. It expresses itself in 

three dimensions: as space (parallel lines joining in the glimmer/or black hole of infinity); as 

language (crossing from Bengali into English); and as spirit (symbols "kept in aloof plantation" 

being liberated in the infinity of the dark-cage, as "pollens of light," into a seminal, open-ended, 

feminist vision of uncertain imperfection. 

 

--------------------------------         

Runa Bandyopadhyay is an innovative bilingual poet, translator, essayist and critic from India. 

A scientist by profession, Runa is in the process of innovation of a new stream of 'recurring 

poetry' in both Bengali and English languages. The Bengali collection of these creations has 

been published by Kaurab in Antarbarty Pangkti (Between the Lines, 2012) and Tamaser 
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Alokbhromon (Light-Travel of Dark, 2017). Her first poetry book Aseemer Khelaghor 

(Playroom of Infinity) published by Kaurab in 2011. She also authored Nilumbala Chha Anna 

(Six Penny Hawker), Tamas Journal (Journal of Dark), Poroborti Songbad (The Next News). 

In 2019 she translated and co-edited Bridgeable Lines: An Anthology of Borderless World 

Poetry in Bengali for 12 contemporary American poets. She also authored two story books: 

Parankotha (Bosom’s Words) and Benibandhan (Compact Braiding) and a collection of hybrid 

essays Amar Golpo (My Story). She co-edited Hardcore Kaurab-2 with Barin Ghosal in 2013. 

She is a Contributing Editor of the Dispatches from the Poetry Wars.  

 


